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Introduction

The incidence of most myeloid hematological malignancies 
increases with chronological age. It has been suggested that 
this increasing incidence (also observed in other tissues) is 
related to the random accumulation of mutations in repli-
cating stem cells [1]. Specifically, it has been proposed that 
greater the replicative history of a stem cell, the larger will 
be the corresponding number of mutations accumulated, 
resulting in higher chance of malignancy. This hypothesis is 
consistent with a number of recent observations: first, sev-
eral lines of evidence have shown that acute myeloid leu-
kemia (AML) arises from ancestral preleukemic stem cells 
(preL-HSCs) [2–5] that already carry a substantial portion 
(up to 50 % in some cases) of the mutations found later in 
leukemic blasts [6]. However, despite carrying a spectrum 
of such preleukemic mutations (pLMs), preL-HSCs are 
nevertheless functional hematopoietic stem or progenitor 
cells (HSPCs), as defined by seemingly normal differentia-
tion capacity (Box 1). The accumulation of mutations over 
time is thus associated with the development of AML. Sec-
ond, recent exome sequencing studies have demonstrated 
the progressive appearance of clonal hematopoiesis (Box 1) 
with aging in a large proportion of healthy individuals 
(2–20 %) [7–12]. Notably, in the majority of such instances 
of clonal hematopoiesis, the major clone identified carried 
mutations which had previously been found in hemato-
logical malignancies, and specifically those that comprised 
the preleukemic mutations carried by preL-HSCs. Taken 
together, these observations suggest a ‘bad luck’ model, by 
which replicating HSPCs acquire pLMs over time, thereby 
gaining a selective advantage that leads to clonal hemat-
opoiesis, and ultimately culminating in overt malignancy in 
some individuals.

Abstract Chronological human aging is associated with a 
number of changes in the hematopoietic system, occurring 
at many levels from stem to mature cells, and the marrow 
microenvironment as well. This review will focus mainly 
on the aging of hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells 
(HSPCs), and on the associated increases in the incidence 
of hematological malignancies. HSPCs manifest reduced 
function and acquire molecular changes with chronologi-
cal aging. Furthermore, while for many years it has been 
known that the human hematopoietic system becomes 
increasingly clonal with chronological aging (clonal hemat-
opoiesis), only in the last few years has it become clear that 
clonal hematopoiesis may result from the accumulation of 
preleukemic mutations in HSPCs. Such mutations confer 
a selective advantage that leads to clonal hematopoiesis, 
and that may occasionally result in the development of leu-
kemia, and define the existence of both preleukemic stem 
cells, and of ‘preleukemia’ as a clinical entity. While it is 
well appreciated that clonal hematopoiesis is very common 
in the elderly, several questions remain unanswered: why 
and how does clonal hematopoiesis develop? How is clonal 
hematopoiesis related to the age-related changes observed 
in the hematopoietic system? And why do only some indi-
viduals with clonal hematopoiesis develop leukemia?
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While a relationship among stem cell replication, aging, 
and the development of cancer seems biologically plausi-
ble in light of the stem cell origin of myeloid malignan-
cies as defined above, many open questions remain unan-
swered: do mutations accumulate randomly in HSPCs? 
How do pLMs provide HSPCs with a selective advantage, 
and why does this appear to occur mainly in the elderly? 
Is this a cell-intrinsic or extrinsic phenomenon? Do clonal 
hematopoiesis and pLMs contribute to other features of the 
aging immune/hematopoietic system? Why do only a very 
small proportion of individuals with clonal hematopoiesis 
bearing pLMs develop leukemia in their lifetime? In this 
review we will endeavor to answer some of these questions. 
Specifically, we will review the current understanding of 
aging of the human hematopoietic system, including clonal 
hematopoiesis of aging, and will explore the emerging data 
regarding pLMs, trying to understand how in some cases 
they might increase the probability of developing leukemia.

HSPC aging

The relationship between aging and the incidence of can-
cer was documented more than half a century ago, by Nor-
dling and Armitage [13, 14]. Recent work has identified 
functional human stem cells as the cell of origin not only 
in AML [2, 5], but probably also in other hematological 
malignancies (reviewed by Shlush and Minden [6]). Other 
recent data have suggested that the lifetime risk of develop-
ing cancer correlates with the number of normal stem cell 
divisions in a particular tissue [1]. Taken together, and con-
sidering that it is only a relatively small number of HSPCs 
which maintains hematopoiesis for the lifetime of an indi-
vidual, these data suggest that it may not be unexpected for 
HSPCs biology to vary with aging, and occasionally to give 
rise to leukemia. Acknowledging that HSPCs are the unit of 
aging responsible for the excess of myeloid malignancies 
in older age [15, 16] is the first step in understanding the 
sequential steps that lead to leukemia. Accordingly, under-
standing HSPC aging might help us understand why leuke-
mia evolves. We will first review the various features of the 
aging HSPCs.

Reduced self‑renewal capacity

Human studies suggested that although the total number 
of immunophenotypically defined HSPCs from healthy 
individuals increases with advanced age, both their self-
renewal capacity and quiescence state decline [17, 18]. 
Because the self-renewal capacity of human preL-HSCs 
has not been assessed by serial transplantation in xeno-
grafts, it is unknown how the reduced self-renewal of bulk 
HSPCs isolated from healthy elderly individuals relates to 

preL-HSC biology, if at all. Direct comparison of the self-
renewal capacity of preL-HSCs and of non-mutated HSPCs 
from the same individuals over a spectrum of different ages 
is needed to address this question.

HSPC myeloid bias

Aging HSPCs also exhibit differentiation bias toward the 
myeloid lineage that can be explained by clonal selection 
of a sub-population of HSPCs that are myeloid biased 
[19, 20]. Likewise, myeloid genes are up regulated and 
lymphoid lineage-associated genes are mostly down regu-
lated in aging HSPCs [17]. Whether clonal hematopoie-
sis and the expansion of preL-HSCs contribute to the 
age related myeloid bias is not known. However, indirect 
evidence from the initial studies which identified preL-
HSCs suggests that such bias does exist, at least in the 
setting of AML in remission [5]. In these studies, preL-
HSCs survived chemotherapy and in some cases expanded 
through remission. Of note, the allele frequency of mutant 
DNMT3a was higher in remission in myeloid cells than it 
was in lymphoid cells, suggesting that preL-HSCs can dif-
ferentiate more efficiently to myeloid cells. Furthermore, in 
most cases, either at diagnosis or remission, the allele fre-
quency of mutated DNMT3a was higher in preL-HSC than 
it was in B and T cells. In almost half of AML cases, the 
pLMs could not be identified in T cells, although they were 
clearly present in preL-HSCs, again suggesting altered dif-
ferentiation. We acknowledge that there exist alternative 
possible interpretations of these AML studies, and that the 
role of aging in these data is unclear. We suggest therefore 
that direct differentiation assays be performed using preL-
HSCs from healthy individuals over a range of ages, to test 
whether such cells might contribute to the myeloid bias 
observed in aging HSPCs. In this regard, it is important to 
note that murine HSPCs demonstrate a similar myeloid bias 
with no documentation of pLMs or clonal hematopoiesis.

Reduced bone marrow transplantation capacity

The clinical implications of the HSPC aging can be 
observed in the setting of allogeneic bone marrow trans-
plantation (BMT). HSPCs from older individuals are infe-
rior to those of younger donors when used in the BMT set-
ting. Significantly reduced engraftment and overall survival 
is observed when older donors are used [21]. In this regard, 
it is interesting to note that preL-HSCs isolated from AML 
patients demonstrated a selective advantage over non-
mutated HSPCs in xenograft assays [5]. Assuming that 
the progressive increase in clonal hematopoiesis incidence 
with aging results from the expansion of preL-HSCs, one 
might expect the stem cell pool harvested from elderly 
donors to contain more preL-HSCs than that of young 
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individuals. If indeed preL-HSCs have a selective advan-
tage under replicative stress, one could expect better out-
comes in the allogeneic BMT setting, in contrast to what 
is actually observed. Several possibilities might account 
for the poor engraftment of HSPCs from elderly individu-
als, despite containing more pLMs. First, preL-HSCs from 
normal elderly individuals (i.e. without AML) may be 
impaired functionally, and accordingly may engraft poorly 
in BMT setting. Second, in studies of clonal hematopoie-
sis, the frequency of preL-HSCs has been as low as 0.2 % 
[12]. Accordingly, the majority of harvested HSPCs before 
transplant would be expected to be non-mutated, and thus 
would not be expected to manifest a selective advantage. 
Of note, at least one case report of donor-derived leukemia 
has identified the transplantation capability of preL-HSCs 
in the setting of allogeneic BMT [22]. In this case, donor-
derived preleukemic cells gave rise to recurrent leukemia 
in the recipient. Genetic analysis of the donor and recipient 
identified the same somatic DNMT3a and IDH2 mutations 
in both, indicating that the donor’s preL-HSCs were trans-
planted to the sibling recipient. These preL-HSCs from the 
healthy donor were subsequently able to grow in the recipi-
ent, and ultimately gave rise to overt leukemia in the recipi-
ent but not in the donor. These observations indicate that 
preL-HSCs can engraft in an allogeneic BMT setting. We 
cannot exclude the additional possibility in this case that 
donor and recipient BM microenvironments may differ in 
their permissiveness for preL-HSCs and further leukemia 
evolution.

HSPC aging and the bone marrow microenvironment

The bone marrow microenvironment also changes with 
chronological aging. Studies on human BM have demon-
strated that BM fat content (yellow marrow) increases with 
aging. This increased BM fat content is associated with a 
decrease in the absolute numbers of HSPCs, and with alter-
ations in BM cytokine levels [23, 24]. One can speculate, 
therefore, that the senescent microenvironment may impose 
a selective pressure that favors the fittest HSPC clones.

In support of this hypothesis, clonal tracking of retro 
virally transduced murine HSCs transplanted into either 
young or old recipients suggests that the aged microenvi-
ronment exerts a selective pressure that favors only some 
HSPC clones [25]. Consistent with this, the role of the 
microenvironment has also been implicated in pre-leuke-
mic conditions such as MDS and in the development of 
secondary leukemia. Specifically, deletion of Dicer1 or of 
RARγ in murine osteoprogenitors (part of the bone marrow 
environment) resulted in dysregulated myeloid lineage dif-
ferentiation, eventually leading to myelodysplasia and sec-
ondary leukemia [26, 27]. Human observations also sup-
port this hypothesis. For example, in one study, 38 % of 

patients with MDS or AML were shown to have increased 
β-catenin activity and Notch ligand jagged 1 expression in 
their osteoblasts, resulting in increased HSPC Notch acti-
vation [28]. More studies are needed to elucidate the fea-
tures of the aging BM microenvironment that might apply 
a selective pressure to HSPCs, and to define those factors 
in the BM microenvironment that might accelerate the pro-
gression from preleukemia to overt leukemia. Finally, one 
can speculate that the immune system, another component 
of the hematopoietic microenvironment, and age-related 
changes in immune function (reduced diversity of the T 
cell repertoire, for example) may also play a role in clonal 
hematopoiesis, preL-HSC growth, and leukemia evolu-
tion. Details of such potential interactions remain to be 
elucidated.

Molecular changes in aging HSPCs

Cellular pathways such as the stress response and inflam-
mation are up regulated in HSPCs from older individuals, 
whereas the chromatin remodeling, the expression of DNA 
repair associated genes, and TGF-b signaling are down 
regulated [29, 30]. Alterations in the transcriptional pro-
files in old HSPCs are remarkably stable in steady state and 
after transplantation, suggesting that at least some of the 
age-related changes in HSPCs are irreversible under physi-
ological conditions [31]. The mechanisms responsible for 
the various phenotypic changes occurring in HSPCs as they 
age are not fully understood, but both intrinsic and extrinsic 
factors are believed to be contributing to this process. Tel-
omere attrition, prolonged exposure to reactive oxygen spe-
cies (ROS) and subsequent DNA damage, [32, 33], and the 
accumulation of epigenetic alterations have all been impli-
cated as potential causes of the molecular changes observed 
in HSPCs during aging. The potential contribution(s) of 
pLMs and of clonal hematopoiesis to these molecular phe-
notypes remain to be defined.

A key observation from studies of HSPCs over the 
human lifespan [34], is the accumulation of mutations, both 
neutral and conferring a selective advantage, with increas-
ing age. How such age-related mutations may relate to the 
aforementioned phenotypic changes observed with increas-
ing age remains obscure. In the next part of this review we 
will focus on the genetic changes occurring during HSPC 
aging.

Clonal hematopoiesis and aging

Clonal hematopoiesis has long been identified as a fea-
ture of human HSPC aging [35]. Clonal hematopoiesis 
is not unique to healthy elderly individuals, and has also 
been observed in AML patients in remission [36], and in 
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lymphoma patients after autologous stem cell transplanta-
tion [37]. Initially, identified by X chromosome inactiva-
tion skewing (XIS) assays [35], clonal hematopoiesis with 
aging has more recently been identified by the detection 
of recurrent somatic mutations. For example, elderly indi-
viduals with clonal hematopoiesis (defined by XIS) tended 
to carry mutations in TET2 (a gene commonly mutated in 
AML) [8]. Clonal hematopoiesis is now defined by the 
presence of somatic mutations in the peripheral blood with 
relatively high allele frequency. In one such study, the pLM 
DNMT3a R882 was detected by exome sequencing of 
cohorts of individuals with no hematological malignancy 
[5]. In these cohorts, peripheral blood was used as a germ-
line surrogate with the goal of identifying inherited vari-
ants that may contribute genetic risk to complex traits. At 
the time it was not understood that preleukemic mutations 
can expand in bone marrow and blood to such a degree that 
their allele frequency can resemble that of a heterozygous 
germ-line variant. The variant allele frequency (VAF) cut-
off that was used to call germ-line variants in these stud-
ies was 0.2 (20 %), and at this cutoff ~1/1500 individu-
als carried the DNMT3a R882 mutation. Three additional 
studies have identified numerous other somatic gene vari-
ants in the exomes of peripheral blood cells analyzed for 
a variety of reasons. With a mutation calling cutoff of 0.02 
(2 %), the frequency of DNMT3a R882 mutations in one 
study increased to 1:790 [9]. In another study which used 
a more sensitive targeted sequencing approach, DNMT3a 
R882 mutations were identified in 1:92 healthy individu-
als [12]. Of note, about half of the clones identified in this 
study had a VAF of less than 3 %. In unpublished results 
from our group, droplet digital PCR (VAF sensitivity 
0.1 %) was used to detect DNMT3a R882 variants and a 
carrier rate of 1:63 was observed (Fig. 1). It is becoming 
increasingly clear from these studies that more sensitive 
the detection method for pLMs, the higher the incidence of 
carriers that will be identified (Fig. 1). What is less clear 
is what should be defined as abnormal, and what is clini-
cally relevant. In a recent review defining a new clinical-
pathologic entity called clonal hematopoiesis of indetermi-
nate potential (CHIP), the authors suggest to define clonal 
hematopoiesis based on the presence of a somatic mutation 
with a VAF greater than 0.02 (2 %) [38]. The authors pro-
vide several arguments in support of this criterion. We sug-
gest, however, that this conclusion may be premature, and 
that further sequencing-based studies are needed to better 
define clonal hematopoiesis, and more importantly to better 
understand when clonal hematopoiesis is actually relevant 
clinically.

Regardless of the VAF cutoff used to define clonal 
hematopoiesis, all of the studies mentioned above were 
able to demonstrate an increase in the frequency of clonal 
hematopoiesis (as defined by somatic mutation analysis) 

with aging. This observation raises several interesting ques-
tions: why do specific mutations accumulate more than oth-
ers? Do mutations accumulate in all stem cells at the same 
rate? Do pLMs have any effects on health?

Clinically relevant manifestations of clonal 
hematopoiesis

Clonal hematopoiesis defined by the presence of somatic 
mutations was associated with an increased risk of develop-
ing subsequent hematological malignancies. In one study, 
subsequent hematologic cancers were more than tenfold 
more common in the group with clonal hematopoiesis 
than they were in the group without [10]. Of note, clonal 
hematopoiesis with known pLMs and with unknown driver 
mutations carried the same increased risk of hematologi-
cal malignancy. This observation is difficult to interpret, 
as structural variants and copy number variation were not 
assessed in these studies [9, 10]. For example, it has been 
demonstrated that both inv(16) [2] and t(8;21), [4] which 
are structural variants that would not be detected by exome 
sequencing can be preleukemic lesions. Such structural 
variants would not have been identified in these studies, 
and could conceivably account for the clonal hematopoiesis 
with unknown drivers.

Interestingly, besides a higher incidence of subsequent 
hematological malignancies, clonal hematopoiesis was also 
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Fig. 1  The incidence of the most common preleukemic mutation 
(DNMT3a R882) increases as more sensitive detection methods are 
used. Initial reports on DNMT3a R882 suggested it was a germline 
mutation as it was identified in high allele frequencies in the periph-
eral blood of non-leukemia patients, however, once it was realized 
this is a preleukemic mutation it became clearer that healthy carriers 
can exist [5]. In different studies, different variant allele frequencies 
(VAF) were used to call the DNMT3a R882 as a somatic mutation 
out of bulk blood cells. A cutoff had to be used as no reference tissue 
was available to validate the somatic nature of the mutation. Interest-
ingly the lower the cutoff, the higher the incidence of the variant that 
was identified, and it is still not clear if more sensitive methods will 
be used whether even higher incidence will be identified
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correlated with other clinical findings and outcomes. Among 
individuals with pLMs the only significant difference in 
blood-cell indices was an increase in red-blood-cell distribu-
tion width (RDW) [10]. Furthermore, carrying a pLM was 
associated with increased all-cause mortality with a hazard 
ratio of 1.4. Death from hematologic neoplasms alone could 
not account for the observed increase in mortality, as the 
increased death rate was specifically due to cardiovascular 
causes. When the combined effect of increased RDW and 
pLMs on mortality was assessed, individuals with a mutation 
in conjunction with a RDW of 14.5 % (the upper limit of the 
normal range) or higher, had a markedly increased risk of 
death as compared with those with a normal RDW and with-
out pLMs (hazard ratio 3.7); increased RDW was recently 
found to be related with mortality in general. Increased RDW 
reflects a dysregulation of erythrocyte homeostasis involving 
both impaired erythropoiesis and abnormal red blood cell 
survival, which may be attributed to a variety of underly-
ing metabolic abnormalities that occurs with human aging, 
including shortening of telomere length, oxidative stress, 
and inflammation [39]. The correlation between increased 
RDW and clonal hematopoiesis might be incidental as both 
are related to human aging. Alternative hypothesis would 
assume that both increased RDW and clonal hematopoiesis 
evolved due to the same selective pressures that were intro-
duced by the aging human body.

Despite these anecdotal correlations, it is not clear 
whether the genetic changes accumulating over time in stem 
cells is a random process heavily dependent on stem cell 
replication as was suggested recently [1], or whether it is 
shaped by other factors. Answering this question is of great 
importance for understanding how pLMs occur, whether 
they confer a selective advantage, and how preL-HSCs 
acquire further mutations in some cases, leading to AML.

Mutation accumulation in HSPCs

When analyzing the accumulation of somatic mutations in 
stem cells it is important to take into account the prolifera-
tive workload of different stem cells. In a recent analysis of 
the correlation between the total number of stem cell rep-
lications and the incidence of malignancy [1], the authors 
identified a tight correlation between the two factors. It 
was thus concluded that the majority of cancer occurs due 
to ‘bad luck’, random mutations arising during DNA rep-
lication in normal, noncancerous, stem cells. In this study, 
it was hypothesized that the lifetime number of stem cell 
divisions within a tissue accounts for the stochastic/ran-
dom accumulation of mutations. Accordingly, tissues with 
greater stem cell replication will carry more mutations, and 
consequently will have a higher incidence of cancer. While 
the authors have provided evidence for such a correlation, 
several questions remain: first, the number of stem cell 

replications in a tissue is the product of the number of tis-
sue stem cells and how many times each of them divides 
[40, 41]. As we will next demonstrate, the accumulation 
of mutations is influenced not only by the total number of 
stem cell divisions, but also by the topology of the lineage 
tree [40–42]. A ‘shallow’ tree topology with many stem 
cells that divide at a low rate has a significantly lower prob-
ability of yielding an oncogenic clone than does a ‘deep’ 
tree containing a few rapidly dividing stem cells (Fig. 2). 
Moreover, we will show that the presence of a minor-
ity of stem cells that replicates at a faster rate than do the 
others can increase the chance of cancer in a highly non-
linear manner. Since tissue stem cells have been shown to 
not only undergo asymmetric divisions creating both stem 
and progenitor daughter cells, but also occasional symmet-
ric divisions, generating two stem cell daughters (and thus 
replacing other stem cells) [43], these few rapidly dividing 
stem cells have a higher chance to increase in frequency in 
the stem cell pool, leading to clonal hematopoiesis (Fig. 2).

The effect of proliferative heterogeneity on mutation 
accumulation

To evaluate the effect of proliferative heterogeneity on 
tumor formation, we analyze a simple mathematical model 
of L stem cells, each dividing strictly asymmetrically for 
D divisions over a time period T. In this scenario the total 
number of accumulated stem cell divisions is N = L·D. We 
also assume that a cell must acquire at least k mutations to 
give rise to a tumor clone. In the first scenario, we assume L 
stem cells that are equivalent in their proliferative dynam-
ics. An oncogenic mutation occurs at a probability p per 
division, which we assume is independent of the previous 
oncogenic mutations that have already been acquired (thus 
we ignore mutations that may increase genomic instability 
[44]). The probability that by time T there have been k muta-
tions in a stem cell (we assume k mutations are sufficient to 
create an oncogenic clone) is the binomial probability:

where we assumed p is small so that 1 − p is negligible and 
that D ≫ 1.

Hence the expected number of stem cells at time T that 
have undergone exactly k mutations, n̄, is:

(1)

P(k|D) = P(k muts.over D divs.)

=

(

D

k

)

· pk · (1− p)D−k ∼

(

D

k

)

· pk ∼ Dk · pk

(2)

n̄ = L

(

D

k

)

· pk · (1− p)D−k = L · P(k|D) ∼ k! · L · Dk · pk

= k! ·
N

D
· Dk · pk = k! · N · pk · Dk−1
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(A) Deep lineages – L (number of clones)=2 stem cells dividing D=8times each yielding N=2*8=16 SC divisions  

(B) Shallow lineages – 8 stem cells dividing D=2 times each yielding N=8*2=16 SC divisions  

(C) Occasional symmetric divisions lead to clonal hematopoiesis (red clone)

D=8 divisions over time T

L=2

D=2 divisions over time T

L=8

(D)

Fig. 2  The effect of lineage structure and stem cell kinetics on muta-
tion accumulation in stem cells. a In shallow stem cell lineages less 
stem cells [L number of replicating stem cells (SC)] divide so that 
each stem cells replicate more (D number of SC divisions over time 
T). b In deep stem cell lineages more stem cell divide as that each 
stem cell divide less. c regardless of the lineage topology SCs under-
going asymmetric divisions will increase clone size and lead to stem 
cell expansion (clonal hematopoeisis). d The number of clones with 

k = 2 somatic oncogenic mutations under two lineage topologies—
one with low number of rapidly dividing stem cells (blue division rate 
μ = 1/day), and another with higher number of stem cells that divide 
less rarely (red μ = 0.1/day). While both topologies have the same 
number of total stem cell divisions at each time point the accumula-
tion of clones with two or more mutations is significantly higher in 
the ‘deep’ topology. Suggesting that less the stem cells contributing to 
hematopoiesis the higher the chance for mutation accumulation
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where we have used the fact that the total number of divi-
sion is N = L · D and approximated the binomial coeffi-
cient by k! · Dk−1.

Equation (2) indicates that the number of mutated tissue 
stem cells indeed increases linearly with the total number 
of stem cell divisions, N [1], but importantly, it increases 
non-linearly with the average lineage depth D. Thus, pre-
serving the total number of stem cell divisions but ‘spread-
ing’ them over larger number of tissue stem cells L each 
undergoing fewer divisions D dramatically decreases the 
probability of having a stem cell that has acquired the nec-
essary number of k mutations. We will demonstrate this 
effect in numerical examples below.

It is interesting to note here the special case of k = 1, if 
only a single hit is needed to create an oncogenic clone Eq. 
(2) indicates that n̄ = N · p1 · D1−1 = N · p. Thus k = 1 is 
the only case where the probability of cancer is independ-
ent of lineage depth. In all other cases the average lineage 
depth has at least as important an effect. However, to our 
knowledge very little acute leukemia is the result of a sin-
gle hit. Maybe the mixed lineage leukemia MLL is a good 
example of such a case, while all other acute leukemia 
require more than one mutation.

While Eq. (2) provides us with some intuition for the 
scaling behavior of the number of mutated stem cells vs. 
the total number of stem cells divisions and the average lin-
eage depth, it is only an approximation, since in fact we 
need k mutations or more to create an oncogenic clone, 
rather than exactly k mutations. The probability to get k 
mutations or more in a lineage of depth D assuming prob-
ability p for a mutation over 1 division is:

Using Eq. (3) we obtain the expected number of stem cells 
with k oncogenic mutation or more by time T:

As a numeric example, let us consider two tissue 
designs. Design A has L = 100 stem cells, each dividing 
D = 1000 times over a given period T. If at least k = 2 
oncogenic mutations are needed for a cancer clone, and 
the probability of an oncogenic mutation per division is 
p = 0.001, Eq. (4) yields: n̄A = 26.4 mutated stem cell by 
time T. In design B there are L = 1000 stem cells, each 
dividing D = 100 times over time period T. In this case, 
the number of mutated stem cells would only be n̄B = 4.6 . 
Thus, having ten times more stem cells each dividing ten 
times slower decreased the chance of cancer by about 

(3)

P(> k|D) = P(more than kmuts.overD divs.)

=

D
∑

i=k

(

D

k

)

· pk · (1− p)D−k

(4)n̄ = L ·

D
∑

i=k

(

D

k

)

· pk · (1− p)D−k

sixfold. If k = 3 oncogenic mutations were needed, the 
decrease would be almost tenfold, and if k = 6, we would 
get a 50,000-fold decrease in the chance of having an onco-
genic clone in design B. Importantly, both designs have the 
same number of total stem cell divisions: N = 100,000.

The nonlinear dependence on the lineage depth D 
obtained from Eqs. (2) and (4) also gives rise to a high 
sensitivity to a few clones that divide significantly faster 
than do the others. As an example, consider another tis-
sue design where L = 100 stem cells have undergone 
N = 100,000 divisions by time T, but this time, ten stem 
cells divide faster than do the others and ‘carry’ half the 
load of 50,000 divisions (thus each of these ten ‘fast’ stem 
cells divides D1 = 5000 times over time T), whereas the 
remaining 90 ‘slow’ stem cells divide D2 = 555 times over 
this time period (10 × 5000 + 90× 555 − 100,000 divi-
sions). In this case, if k = 6 or more oncogenic mutations 
are needed to initiate cancer, the ‘fast’ stem cells will gener-
ate on average 3.8 oncogenic stem cell clones whereas the 
90 ‘slow’ ones will only generate on average 0.002 onco-
genic clones. If all 100 stem cells were to divide at these 
rates, only 0.06 oncogenic clones would have been gener-
ated. Thus, a slight imbalance in the proliferative workload 
of tissue stem cells can lead to a dramatic effect on the 
chance of tumors. Now if we include occasional symmetric 
divisions leading to neutral drift dynamics [43], the faster a 
stem cell divides the higher is its probability to expand and 
give rise to clonal hematopoiesis.

The recent observations of clonal hematopoiesis with 
aging suggests that such an imbalance in proliferation 
dynamics does indeed occur, as blood counts are generally 
preserved with aging, while at least in some individuals, 
specific clones contribute more to the total pull, suggest-
ing that at least at some level of the hematopoietic hierar-
chy, HSPCs with pLMs replicate more than do wild type 
HSCPs. The concept of a decreased effective population 
size replicating more in response to physiological needs 
might be a major contributor to mutation accumulation and 
aging related malignancy in the hematopoietic system.

Preleukemic mutations and progression to leukemia

Clearly, the above model suffers from oversimplification, 
due to the limitations of our current knowledge. It is not 
clear whether the initiating preleukemic mutations do, or 
do not, have an effect on the probability of the next events 
to occur. What is also becoming clearer is that the nature of 
the mutations being acquired at early stages, and correlated 
with clonal hematopoiesis, has a great deal of deterministic 
effect on the probability to evolve to overt leukemia. For 
example, DNMT3a mutations, which are one of the most 
common pLMs, are also one of the most common leukemic 
mutations, and are highly correlated with the appearance 
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of NPM1c and FLT3/ITD mutations at the leukemic phase. 
On the other hand, JAK2 mutations, which are also com-
mon variants in the setting of clonal hematopoiesis, only 
account for low percentages of AMLs and MDSs. Other 
mutations such as PPM1D have not been described so far 
in myeloid malignancies, but are abundant in individu-
als with clonal hematopoiesis [11]. As all of these vari-
ants (DNMT3a, JAK2, PPM1D) are recurrently mutated in 
clonal hematopoiesis, and their frequency increases with 
age, it is accordingly reasonable to assume that they have 
been selected due to the specific phenotypes they provide 
to the HSPCs in the aging marrow environment. However, 
their unequal distribution among the various hematological 
malignancies suggests that HSPCs carrying each of these 
variants have a different probability to progress to leuke-
mia. This may be related to changes in stem cell dynam-
ics or in mutation rates specific to the different initiating 
events. For example, DNMT3a (part of the epigenetic 
machinery) mutations might induce higher global muta-
tion rates, or an increased regional mutation rate, that will 
increase the probability to develop leukemia. The role of 
the epigenetic machinery in maintaining genomic stability 
has been described and reviewed in the past [45]. Another 
possible explanation could be that both DNMT3a- and 
JAK2-mutated HSPCs have the same probability to acquire 
the next events required for overt leukemia, but DNMT3a-
mutated HSPCs have gained a clonal advantage under spe-
cific environmental conditions that also provide a selective 
advantage to leukemic mutations. On the other hand, JAK2 
clonal hematopoiesis might have developed under condi-
tions that are less permissive for leukemia. Another non-
random phenomenon observed in individuals was clonal 
hematopoiesis was recently described by McKerrel et al. 
who demonstrated that pLMs in splicosome machinery 
genes accumulate in individuals with higher chronologi-
cal age, as compared to mutations in DNMT3a and JAK2 
[12]. This observation suggests that although mutations 
might accumulate randomly as stem cells replicate, they 
might endow a selective advantage only at a specific age or 
maybe in a specific microenvironment.

The above taken together, it is clear that almost all elderly 
individuals develop clonal hematopoiesis, and in many cases 
this is associated with pLMs. A major remaining question 
is whether the probability of developing leukemia from 
a preleukemic clone is random or deterministic. No clear 
answer can be given at this point, and future studies com-
paring individuals who develop leukemia to other carriers of 
pLMs should be conducted to address this question.

Preleukemic mutations repertoire

Initial studies on pLMs demonstrated that a large number 
of pLMs in AML occur in epigenetic modifying genes 

[2]. The same mutations were also identified in the clonal 
hematopoiesis studies [9–12] among individuals with no 
overt leukemia. Why genes from the epigenetic machinery 
are specifically mutated in human clonal hematopoiesis 
is not clear. Other mutations observed in individuals with 
clonal hematopoiesis were related to lymphoid malignan-
cies (MYD88 in Waldenstrom’s Macroglobulinemia and 
MGUS, and STAT3 in T-ALL) [9], suggesting that clonal 
hematopoiesis might be a premalignant state in these 
malignancies as well.

Most of the studies dealing with clonal hematopoie-
sis and pLMs in the modern sequencing era have focused 
on available exome sequencing or specifically designed 
targeted sequencing. The limitations of these approaches 
when used at relatively low coverage is the underestima-
tion of structural variants, and CNVs, and an over-simpli-
fication of the complexity of the genetic landscape of the 
entire genome as HSPCs age. Consistent with this notion, 
studies focusing on CNV have reported that clonal chro-
mosomal changes also increase in frequency with aging 
(chromosomal clonal mosaicism can be observed in 2–3 % 
of elderly individuals). Notably, chromosomal changes in 
this study cohort demonstrated changes in chromosomal 
regions that are highly mutated in hematological malignan-
cies (20q−, 13q−, 11q−, 17p−, 12+ and 8+) [46].

How can we identify individuals at risk for progression?

Transformation to leukemia can occur after a long preleu-
kemic phase (years), but can probably also occur with a 
relative shorter latent phase in the presence of a strong ini-
tiating events [the t(15;17) translocation in APL, or trans-
locations involving MLL in ALL or AML, for example]. 
The probability of leukemic transformation depends on 
the degree of impairment of differentiation in a cell that 
can still self-renew. By extension, the probability of leu-
kemic transformation in a population of preleukemic cells 
depends on the degree of impairment of differentiation of 
the various sub-clones comprising the preleukemic pool. 
We hypothesize that the accumulation of specific genetic 
variants in HSPCs will add to the impairment of differen-
tiation, and will conversely increase the likelihood of self-
renewal. Accordingly, to determine an individual’s risk for 
progression to AML, we suggest that assays that combine 
the assessment of the functional output of preleukemic 
clones, combined with comprehensive genetic analysis, 
be developed. By this approach, clones with impaired dif-
ferentiation capacity, but with a selective advantage can be 
identified in competitive functional assays. If such clone 
will also carry recurrent preleukemic mutations, it would 
be predicted to have a higher chance of evolving to AML. 
One can speculate, however, that while the identification 
of pLM-bearing individuals at particular risk for leukemic 
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transformation is a laudable goal, the most effective means 
to prevent leukemia might be the prevention of clonal 
hematopoiesis in the first place.

Concluding remarks

Clonal hematopoiesis either with pLMs or with an 
unknown driver seems to be a very common feature of the 
aging hematopoietic system, and probably in the aging 
of other highly replicating tissues as well [47]. Although 
preL-HSCs likely have a selective advantage that leads to 
clonal hematopoiesis, the aging hematopoietic system is 
far from being monoclonal. Whether any of the steps in 
the evolution from normal wild type HSPC to overt leu-
kemia are random or deterministic is yet to be answered. 
What is becoming clearer, is that the risk of hematologic 
malignancy increases in only some individuals with clonal 
hematopoiesis. While some such individuals are known to 
share common features such as a high RDW, we are cur-
rently unable to identify patients at greatest risk. More 
research is needed to solve the enigma of why only some 
individuals evolve to overt leukemia, and whether clonal 
hematopoiesis has any relevance in other aspects of the 
aging of the hematopoietic and immune systems.

Box 1

Clonal hematopoiesis A decrease in the genetic diversity of 
cells from the hematopoietic system, due to the acquisition 
of mutations.

Preleukemic mutations (pLMs) Mutations that can be 
recurrently detected in leukemic cells but also in function-
ally differentiating cells.

Preleukemia A subtype of clonal hematopoiesis due to 
preleukemic mutations that eventually will evolve overt 
leukemia.

Preleukemic Stem cells preL-HSCs– HSPCs carrying 
preleukemic mutations which can still maintain differentia-
tion capacity.

Leukemia Clonal expansion of hematopoietic cells with 
aberrant differentiation and reduced functionality.
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